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A MAGNETIC SURVEY OF THE RALSTON DIKE,-Îq
JEFFERSON COUNTY, COLORADO °%)0 <Sh

_

INTRODUCTION The Ralston dike is situated about
five miles north and slightly west

of the town of Golden,in townships 3 and 4 south,V ' A
range 70 west,in Jefferson County,Colorado.Together 
•with North and South Table Mountains,it forms a very 
conspicuous topographic feature of the area adjacent 
to Golden.Physiographically,it is situated in the 
Foothills of the Front Range.The personnell of the 
United States Geological Survey mapped and described 
the dike in their detailed survey of the geology of 
the Denver Basing The writer,accompanied by Mr.J.A. , 
Maikovsky,vi si ted the locality in January 1930»and 
made a magnetic reconnaissance traverse across the 
dike.It was then decided to make a detailed magnetic 
survey of the intrusion. • «•

OBJECT OF The object of the work was two-fold:
THE SURVEY \

first and of prime interest,to endeavor 
to correlate the abnormal magnetic polarizations 
which,as a result of the preliminary traverse,were 
known to exist,and secondly,to ascertain whether 
marked magnetic anomalies are present in the area
between North Table Mountain and the southern end 
of the dike.

Monograph XXVII.U.S.G.S.,pp.279-316,1896.’ J
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2Cross infers that the Ralston dike was the "feeder" 

of the surface flows which compose the hard basalt- cap
ping of the Table Mountains about two miles to the 
southeast and that this eruption took place in Denver . 
time.However,the radiating character of the earliest 
lava flows of Horth Table Mountain present excellent, 
evidence in oontradiotion to Cross's assumption as 
they strongly indicate"that all the Table Mountain 
lavas were extruded from a point within North Table
Mountain rather than having been fed by Ralston dike"

3or some of the other dikes in the vicinity."

METHOD OF The fieldwork on which the following dis- 
FIEPDWORK

cussion is based was undertaken in Feb
ruary x 1930 x by the writer and Mr.J.A«Maikovsky.It was 
carried on at widely-separated intervals for two years^ 
being completed in April,1932.

./ ■The magnetic field balance for vertical intensi
ty designed by Schmidt was used.The scale value of 
this instrument was 55 gammas.Before commencing the 
fieldwork,the instrument was approximately adjusted 
to the normal vertical intensity of the area to be 
surveyed,about 30 scalesdivisions.Observations were 
begun by selecting an iron-free station as a base, >:
at a point very near the intersection of the T.3 S. 
with the road trending in a northwest direction.

2
Cross,J.W..Monograph Mo.27,U.S.O.S.,p.302. /

3
Johnson,J.H.,Colo.School of Mines quarterly,Vo125,
No.3,p.21x
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Measurements with the balance were made on more than 
.300 stations.The base correction was made by returning 
to the base station twice a day.Due to the magnitude of 
the anomalies,only an average daily variation correction 
was applied»

In general,measurements of the vertical intensity 
were taken on stations 50 yards apart along profiles 
transverse to the dike which trends nearly north and 
south,but several longitudinal traverses were made on, 
and adjacent to the crests of the dike,where in many 
places,the magnitude of the anomalies,(maximum 5,455 
gammas),necessitated the use of auxiliary magnets,in 
order to enlarge^ the range of the instrument.The sta
tions were located with telescopic alidade and plane 
table,generally by triangulation.This work was supple
mented by compass and pace traverses in the area north 
of North Table Mountain.

The results of the work are represented on the 
accompanying mapsand profiles.The map,(Plate l),shows 
the topography,areal'geology,and the distribution of 
the lines of equal anomaly in vertical intensity of 
100 gammas up to and including 500 gammas ; the subse
quent interval is 500 gammas.

ACP0WIÆDGEMENTS The author has been generously 
assisted in the preparation of this manuscript by

several individuals to whom he expresses his real
appreciation.Messrs.J.A.Malkovsky and Dart Wantland
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aided greatly in the field work;Dr.P.M.Van Tuyl kind
ly offered constructive criticism on the part treating 
of the geology of the area. To William E..Pugh, especial 
acknowledgement is due for his assistance in interpret
ing the results of the measurements.

GEOLOGY Ralston dike is the largest and most 'inter
esting of the basaltic intrusions in the 

Golden area.The dike proper is about 1 mile long and 
has an average width of 350 yards.It trends 8 degrees 
west of north and dips 60 degrees eastward.Ralston Creek 
flows across the northern end of the dike which rises 
abruptly to a height of nearly 500 feet on the south 
bank.Two small forks of the main dike were traced a- 
bout 800 feet north of Ralston Creek.

The most interesting feature of the dike is its'Y- 
^shaped cross-section.The western and higher branch is 
represented by a high ridge whose crest rises uniformly 
in a direction from north to south, to a maximum elevation 
of 6500 feet,approximately the elevation of North Table 
Mountain to the southeast.The eastern and lower branch 
joins the western at the northern end of the dike; the 
crotch of the Y is represented by a long narrow basin, 
the water of which is used for irrigation^figures 1 

and 2). Nearly a half mile southward,the magnetic data 

prove;that the eastern ridge unites with the western 

but the junction of the two ridges is not visible as it
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is hidden Toy a remnant of an outwash terrace .As an ex
planation of the difference in elevation of the two 
branches,the writer suggests a greater reduction in 
pressure when,during the process of intrusion,the molten 
magma was brought up into a region of lower temperature

- i '

and lower pressure.The geological map prepared by the 
United States Geological Survey represents the basin as , 
having once been occupied by an included mass of Pierre 
shale but» on making a painstaking search,the writer 
found no shale outcrops whatever in the basin.A tunnel 
has been driven through the western ridge and a dump on 
the west side of the basin is made up partly of Pierre 
shale.The writer believes this shale to have been carried 
from the west flank of the ridge when the tunnel was being 
driven.

Stratigraphy The rocks exposed in the area immed
iately adjacent to Ralston dike are of 

Cretaceous,Pleistocene and Recent age.They includejshales
' V

clays,sandstones,alluvium,and terrace gravelst
. ' ■ ‘ ' - ,The dike rock is a hard,fine-grained,dark basalt,

which,when examined under the microscope,is seen to 
consist chiefly of plagioclase,augite and olivine.The 

olivine is altered to serpentine which is the main al

teration product.Apatite and magnetite play the usual 

acessory roles.The texture is slightly porphyritic;it 

tends to be ophitic.The crystals of plagioclase are some

what stubby;for this reason,the rock is not a true dia

base.



The "basalt of $orth Table Mountain is very similar 
to that of Ralston dike, so much so that it is. very diff
icult to distinguish one from the other in a hand spec- 
imen.In discussing the Table Mountain basalt,Cross states', 
that the constituents of the Table Mountain basalt are the 
same as those of Ralston, dike.-I~t~~is of interest to note 
the presence of orthoolase basalt;a rather abnormal oc- 
currence.

Structure The normal structural feature of the area
is a great monoclinal fold in which the

./ -

sedimentary strata of the Denver Basin are upturned against
the Front Range.The nature of this fold is shown in fig-

5"“ure^3.Referring to the cause of the folding,Johnson states
that"much,if not all of it resulted from the mountain

, V M ■
building activity of post-Cretaceous time".

Ralston dike is situated on the slightly overturned 
limb of the anticline and was intruded virtually along the 
strike of the Fox Hills and Pierre formations which have 
steep dips ranging from 50^70 degrees„A continuous expos
ure about 150 feet in length just east of the headgate of 
the dam on the east side of the lake clearly shows the 
attitude of the sedimentaries east of the dike.Furthermore 
an excellent outcrop may be seen on the sides of the con
ical hill;where the Pierre shales dip slightly south of 
west,(figure 4).The contact is clearly defined and the
4•^Monograph Mo.27,U.S.O.S.,p.305^ / *■
5 Johnson,J.H.,Colo.School of Mines quarterly,Vol.25,

Mo.3.p.21./. ;• \
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shales appear^entirely unaltered except for slight 
"baking*The contact of the dike and the shales on the 
west is visible in many places where it is not 'obscured 
"by the basalt debris*These localities have been indiea- 0 
ted on the map by dip and strike symbols.It will be noted 
that the shales here dip in a direction opposite to those 
on the east flank of the east branch.The writer is of the
opinion that "these dips are evidence of drag produced by

Xcontraction during the cooling and consolidation of the
dike.In the settling of the magma which ensued,the shale
was ” dragged'* into the position which it now occupy s.
- . /? 
This supposition is ̂ supported by the fact that wherever - -

' . V . ‘the shales are observed in contact with rfche dike v£,0okr- - 
they are baked.

Ho evidence of a fault along the west margin of the 
main fork of the dike was observed by the writer.

About 150 feet west of the point of maximum elevation 
of the dike,the west face of the intrusion appears as 
a wall about 60 feet in length and ranges in height from 
10 to 20 feet.It trends 8 degrees west of north and dips 
60 degrees eastward.

At every point where the basalt was seen in contact 
with the shales,the line of contact is sharp.Moreover, e 
changes in marginal texture,apparently did not take place 
to an appreciable extent.From these it may be inferred 
that the country rock was relatively cool as compared 

with the molten material; also that the intrusion was 

rapid and the magma was soon chilled against the country

rock.
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It is difficult"to estimate the distance of the
eruptive channel from the surface at the time of erup- 

6tion.Cross estimates it as probably 1000 feet or more* 
The east and west walls of the west branch of the 

dike were inspected in the immediate vicinity of its 
topographic high point.There is apparently no differ
ence in the texture of the rock at the two contacts.

v The fault in the sedimentaries on the east flank . 
of the intrusive, must be regarded as having been oc
casioned either by a fracture along a plane of weak
ness in the sedimentary formations or as due to in
trusive forces at the time of intrusion of the magma.
The latter hypothesis seems more reasonable to the 
writer for three reasons:
(1) the fault does not exist west of the dike
(2) the eastward dip of the dike strongly suggests 

that the intrusion occured parallel to the bedding v 
plane of the sedimentaries • '

(3) granting that the faulting was caused by intrusive 
forces,it follows that the greatest mass of the 
igneous material should lie approximately south
east of the main surface exposure and below the 
surface.The fact that the greater mass of the 
intrusive is to the south,(as is indicated by the 
thinning of the dike material from north to south),

strengthens this supposition*

6
yMonograph No.27,U.S.G.S.,p.303
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■Jointing Jointing,probably induced,in the main,
"by shrinkage due to cooling, is strikingly exhibited in 
the Ralston dike. At least three intersecting sets,' 
tending to form polyhedral blocks,may be observed.The 
master joints are closely spaced and vertical.They 
trend about 67 degrees west of south.A good exposure of 
this set occurs directly east of the tunnel dump on the 
west side of the basin.The close spacing of these joints 
gives rise to a tabular structure.The tablets range in 
width from one inch to twelve inches and are arranged 
with the direction of their greatest length perpendic
ular to the length of the dike.This relationship seems 
a normal one as the magma was intruded parallel to the - 
strike of the sedimentaries and it is a demonstrated 
fact that the conductivity of sedimentary formations 
is greatest parallel to the direction of stratification.

A second set of joints intersects the most prominent 
set at approximately right angles.In the entrance to the 
tunnel on the west side of the basin,jointing in 3 direct
ions at approximately right angles may be seen but the 
most conspicuous set by far,is that trending nearly due 
west. y,

MINOR INTRUSIONS Several minor intrusions in the
shape of dikes or sills extend in a 

south-easterly direction from Ralston dike proper to

Van Bibber Creek,a distance of about three fourths of a
• i

mile.The wordMminorMis used in.a comparative sense only,



to indicate the amount of igneous material exposed 
south of the dike proper*The contacts of these masses of
"basalt with the surrounding sedimentaries as shown on 
Plate 1,are only approximate.The second of these masses from 
Ralston dike is a dike cutting through the apex of a 
\conical-shaped hill,(figure 4).The dike dips eastward 
whereas the shales dip westward.About 500 feet east of this 
hill is a smaller intrusion.Going southward,a large mass 
of basaltic rock appears to the observer as an irregular 
dike about 1600xfeet long and about 400 feet wide.The 
largest of these intrusions lies to the east of this one.
Its shape and size are shown on the accompanying map.It 
is believed by the writer that all these masses’ unite 
with one another and also with Ralston dike at relative
ly shallow depths.

Q.iJAXITATiyS c À study of the distribution and charact- 
TiTTERPRETATIok
OP THE RESULT'S er of the anomalies,both positive and

tative interpretation could be applied sucessfully,even 
in a small degree.Such interpretative procedure requires 
assumptions of homogeneous magnetization induced by the 
Earth’s magnetic field and these apparently do not exist 
or else are of minor importance in controlling the mag-

inetic character of the dike material.

negative,makes it doubtful that quanti

se
Evidence pointing to Magnet!
other than that produced by Induction

from the Earth’s Field !

Large anomalies,both positive and negative.
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; B; The presence.of negative anomalies over topographic 
(high points in the dike.

C. The lack of relationship between the vertical inten
sity and the direction of dip of the dike.That is to 
say,the lack of assymmetry in the magnetic profiles.

^ D. Tri-pole and multi-pole effects.

Causes of magnetization
At least three possible causes might be advanced to 
explain the character of the magnetic anomalies in 
the intrusive.Actually,the existing magnetization is 
probably the resultant of*all three.

A. Lightning Enormous anomalies may be formed by 
' lightning and as Ralston dike has been expose^ to 
the elements during a tremendous span of time,it is 
quite possible that lightning may have been the 
prime cause of the abnormal magnetization.This theory 
is somewhat substantiated by the apparent proximity 
of the polarities to the surface.However,a detailed 
search failed to reveal the presence of fulgurities.

13. Magnetic Segregations The nature of the anomalies 
indicate such concentrations in the dike.It is quite 
probable that such masses were crystallized first,then 
magnetized and finally overturned inthe still molten 
or plastic igneous mass.The negative anomalies.may 

plausibly be explained in this manner.

/Ç. Stresses Enormous stresses,such as occur in nature, 
may produce abnormal magnetization.It is most proba

ble that forces of great magnitude were present dur-
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ing the intrusive action which resulted in the for
mation of the dike.The presence of tri-poles points to 
mechanical stresses.Torsional stresses have been known 
to produce negative polarizations.It has been shown ex
perimentally that,in the Earth’s field, a positive normal 
magnetization in a nickel wire 'could be changed to a neg
ative abnormal magnetization by applying pulling and 
torsional stresses after the latter had passed h crit
ical point.

Discussion of the Profiles

A-A '-Here is a normal positive\over topographic
high.A steep gradient in the. vertical intensity is 
'flanked.on either side by broad negative anomalies of 
less magnitude.The positive is almost certainly due 
to a magnetization close to the surface,so that as the 
magnetometer was moved down the slope,it was below the 
pole,thus producing negative anomalies which are only 
apparent and do not actually exist.

- B-IP This profile has the appearance of a tri-pole; 
a supposition which is upheld by the sharpness of the 
negative curves.These seem to be due to polarities 
and not to topographic effects,especially as the neg- e

ative to the right is higher topographically than the 
positive or at least as high.Another possible explan
ation is that the negative on the left is due to to

pography ; then the remainder of the profile could be
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explained by a horizontal,or nearly horizontal seg
regation of magnetite.
C-C This profile presents some difficulties.It re
sembles very closely the profile in A-A and may possib
ly be explained in the same manner;that is,the stations 
were at a lower elevation than the position of the pos
itivé pole,However,the writer here prefers a different 
and,to him,more satisfactory explanation: the negative 
on the left is caused by a reduction in the dike mater
ial, ( inclusion of the country rock or a splitting of 
the intrusive),whereas the two subsequent anomalies are 
caused by a magnetic segregation dipping in the direct
ion of the dike.This interpretation seems to be substan
tiated by a study of the plan map.
D-D Here is a classic example of a topographic high 
coincident with a large négative.Such an anomaly can be 
explained by no mere induction theory.The sharpness of 
the positive seems to exclude any explanation by influ
ences of terrain although concentrations of magnetite 
may offset the tendency to cause a broad positive.At 
any rate,the profile gives the impression of a segregation 
of magnetite of considerable size and susceptibility,pol
arized in the horizontal direction.Assuming that the posi- 
tive would be removed by a terrain correction,it should
be interesting to learn if any evidence of lightning action 
has been noted;if not,a complete overturning 0f a crystal

lized mass,after magnetization and while still in a molten
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state,is evident.
E-S No'attempt will "be made to interpret this dis
tribution ôf anomalies,The profile was taken at random 
and not in any actual direction of station traverse,hence 
any attempt at interpretation would be pure guess-work.
It may be noted that the large negative anomaly also shown 
in D-D has a much different aspect in this profile.
]?-? The surface over which this profile was taken is 
covered by clastic dike material and upland wash.There is 
no positive evidence that the dike proper is continuous as 
shown on the plan map.Therefore the writer believes that 
there exists actually the same Y-shaped structure which is 
exposed on the surface farther north.This is upheld by the 
parallel outcrops to the southward.However,the anomalies 
shown in the profile may be explained by two horizontal
segregations oriented in such a manner that the positive

7poles are adjacent to each other.

Discussion of the Plan 1 Even a cursory examination of 
Plate 1 emphasizes the complex juxtaposition of the num
erous anomalies.The magnetization is very irregular and 
very abnormal,although the application of terrain correction

o
might simplify the matter considerably.

At localities X and Y just south of the township lir̂ e 
on the west flank of the dike,negative poles adjoin pos
itive poles at lower elevation.
7 — —
A.Hippoldt:Verwertung magnet!scher Messungen zur Mutung. 
1950

8 ,
C . A. He i land, Charles ¥. Henderson , and J. A. Maikov sky,
U.S.Bureau of Mines,Tech.Paper,No.439,pp.12-17 ,
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The negative anomaly at the southwest corner of the in
trusive can hardly he explained by topographic influences; 
indeed,it seems to belie the supposed east dip of the ig
neous mass,or at least,shows a considerable widening be
neath the surface.
South of the main dike,station detail was hardly complete 
enough to arrive at definite conclusions.The anomaly shown 
farthest south proves that dike material is covered by 
Pleistocene alluvial deposits.Only a more complete survey 
could prove or disprove a near-surface relation between 
Table Mountain lava and Ralston dike.At least this anomaly 
demonstrates a continuance not heretofore recognized by 
geologists.

CONCLUS I PITS The discussion given .above presents a
qualitative interpretation of a magnetic survey of* Ralston 
dike.The information obtained by this survey is too meagre 
to allow any attempt at a quantitative interprétât!oh.This 
type of survey would require a survey with a horizontal 
balance,a more complete and detailed survey with the ver
tical balance,numerous laboratory tests of various rock- 
samples from the dike in order to determine induced or 
remanent magnetization or both,and finally the application 
of a magnetic terrain correction after the method used in 
torsion balance work.Such an undertaking is beyond the 
scope of a Master's thesis,but it is to be hoped that this 
endeavor will be carried out in the near future.In this 
connection,the writer offers the following suggestions
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('!) a very careful selection of the normal value of 
the area as any change from the one chosen might 
alter greatly the magnetic picture.

(2) a survey of the Table Mountains;here a slight 
terrain correction would be necessary.

(3) maintaining a constant height of the instrument 
in the event magnetizations are close to the sur- 
face. '

(4) the erection of a platform so that the magnetometer
may be placed at different heights above large anomalies

9for depth determinations.
If properly carried out,following the suggestions outlined 
above,the result of additional work should be a valuable 
contribution to geophysical literature.

Summarizing,it may be stated that:
(1) the magnetization of Ralston dike is very irregular 

and abnormal.
(2) there is a continuance of magnetic phenomena between 

North Table Mountain and Ralston dike not heretofore 
recognized by geologists.

(3) the intrusion occurred after Denver time and before 
Pleistocene time.

9
A.S.Eve : Transactions.A .I.M.E.,1932,p .200
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